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Abstract
The term emotion analysis in text subsumes var-
ious natural language processing tasks which
have in common the goal to enable comput-
ers to understand emotions. Most popular is
emotion classification in which one or multi-
ple emotions are assigned to a predefined tex-
tual unit. While such setting is appropriate for
identifying the reader’s or author’s emotion,
emotion role labeling adds the perspective of
mentioned entities and extracts text spans that
correspond to the emotion cause. The under-
lying emotion theories agree on one important
point; that an emotion is caused by some in-
ternal or external event and comprises several
subcomponents, including the subjective feel-
ing and a cognitive evaluation. We therefore
argue that emotions and events are related in
two ways. (1) Emotions are events; and this per-
spective is the fundament in natural language
processing for emotion role labeling. (2) Emo-
tions are caused by events; a perspective that
is made explicit with research how to incorpo-
rate psychological appraisal theories in NLP
models to interpret events. These two research
directions, role labeling and (event-focused)
emotion classification, have by and large been
tackled separately. In this paper, we contextual-
ize both perspectives and discuss open research
questions.

1 Introduction
“Communication is an exchange of facts, ideas,
opinions, or emotions by two or more persons. The
exchange is successful only when mutual under-
standing results.” (Newman et al., 1967, p. 219)

The development of computational models in nat-
ural language processing aims at supporting com-
munication between computers and humans; with
language understanding research focusing on en-
abling the computer to comprehend the meaning of
text. Sometimes, understanding facts is sufficient,
for instance when scientific text is analyzed to au-
tomatically augment a database (Li et al., 2016;

Trouillon et al., 2017). Factual statements can also
comprise explicit reports of emotions or sentiments,
such as “They were sad.”, and in such cases, the
analysis of subjective language blends with infor-
mation extraction (Wiebe et al., 2004).

Emotion analysis, however, goes beyond such
analysis of propositional statements. To better
understand what emotion analysis models are ex-
pected to do, it is worth reviewing emotion theories
in psychology. There are many of them, with vary-
ing purposes and approaches, but most of them,
if not all, agree on the aspect that emotions are
caused by some event and come with a change of
various subsystems, such as a change in motivation,
a subjective perception, an expression, and bodily
symptoms. Another component is the evaluation
of the causing event, sometimes even considered to
constitute the emotion (Scarantino, 2016).

The emotion also corresponds to an event itself,
embedded in a context of other events, people, and
objects. All components of such emotion events
(cause, stances towards other involved people, opin-
ions about objects) may be described along an ex-
plicit mention of an emotion name. Any subset of
them may appear in text, and may or may not be
sufficient to reliably assign an emotion representa-
tion to the text author, a mentioned entity, or to a
reader (Casel et al., 2021; Cortal et al., 2023).

This complexity has led to a set of various emo-
tion analysis tasks in NLP, which we exemplify in
an integrated manner in Figure 1. The most popular
task is emotion prediction, either representing the
writer’s or the reader’s emotion as a category, as
valence/arousal values, or as appraisal vector (at
the bottom of Figure 1, we will describe the under-
lying psychological theories in §2.1). Adding the
task of cause detection bridges to the role labeling
setup (visualized in more completeness at the top).
Here, the emotion event is represented by the token
span that represents the emotion experiencer, the
cue, and the cause. Emotion prediction focuses on
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Figure 1: Integrated Visualization of Research Tasks in Emotion Analysis

understanding from text how events cause emotions,
while role labeling focuses on understanding how
emotions are represented as events themselves.

sWe now introduce the background to emotion
analysis, including psychological theories, related
tasks, and use cases (§2). Based on that, we consol-
idate recent research on the interpretation of events
to infer an emotion and on emotion role labeling
(§3.1–3.2). We then point out existing efforts on
bridging both fields (§3.3) and, based on this, de-
velop a list of open research questions (§4). We
show a visualization how various NLP tasks and
research areas are connected to emotion analysis in
Figure 8 in the Appendix.

2 Related Work

2.1 Emotion Theories in Psychology

Before we can discuss emotion analysis, we need
to introduce what an emotion is. The term typically
refers to some feeling, some sensation, that is de-
fined following various perspectives. Scarantino
(2016) provides an overview of various emotion
theories and differentiates between a motivation
tradition, a feeling tradition, and an evaluative tra-
dition.

2.1.1 Categorical Models of Basic Emotions
The motivation tradition includes theories that are
popular in NLP such as the basic emotions pro-
posed by Ekman (1992) and Plutchik (2001). They
differ in how they define what makes an emotion ba-
sic: Ekman proposes a list of properties, including
an automatic appraisal, quick onset, brief duration,
and distinctive universal signals. According to him,
non-basic emotions do not exist but are rather emo-
tional plots, moods, or personality traits. Plutchik
defines basic emotions based on their function, and
non basic-emotions are gradations and mixtures.
The set of basic emotions according to Ekman is

commonly understood to correspond to joy, anger,
disgust, fear, sadness, and surprise. However, in
fact, the set is larger and there are even emotions
for which it is not yet known if they could be con-
sidered basic (e.g., relief, guilt, or love, Ekman and
Cordaro, 2011). The basic emotions according to
Plutchik include anticipation and trust in addition.
In NLP, such theories mostly serve as a source for
label sets for which some evidence exists that they
should be distinguishable, also in textual analy-
sis. A study that uses a comparably large set of
emotions is Demszky et al. (2020), while many
other resource creation and modeling attempts fo-
cus on subsets (Alm et al., 2005; Strapparava and
Mihalcea, 2007; Schuff et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017;
Mohammad, 2012, i.a.).

2.1.2 Dimensional Models of Affect

An alternative to representing emotions as cate-
gorical labels is to place them in a (continuous)
vector space, in which the dimensions correspond
to some other meaning. The most popular one is
the valence/arousal space, in which emotions are
situated according to their subjective perception
of a level of activation (arousal) and how positive
the experience is (valence). This concept stems
from the feeling tradition mentioned above and
corresponds to affect (Posner et al., 2005). It also
plays an important role in constructionist theories,
which aim at explaining how the objectively mea-
surable variables of valence and arousal may be
linked by cognitive processes to emotion catego-
rizations (Feldman Barrett, 2017). While we are
not aware of any applications of the constructionist
theories in NLP, emotion analysis has been formu-
lated as valence/arousal regression (Buechel and
Hahn, 2017; Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2016, i.a.). Va-
lence and arousal predictions are related to, but not
the same as, emotion intensity regression (Moham-
mad and Bravo-Marquez, 2017).
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Figure 2: Comparison of structured sentiment analysis
and emotion role labeling.

2.1.3 Appraisals
Affect is not the only so-called dimensional model
to represent emotions. More recently, the concept
of appraisals that represents the cognitive dimen-
sion of emotions, i.e., the cognitive evaluation of
the event regarding the impact on the self, found
attention in NLP. The set of appraisals that can
explain emotions is not fixed and depends on the
theory and the domain. It often includes variables
that describe if an event can be expected to increase
a required effort (likely to be high for anger or
fear) or how much responsibility the experiencer of
the emotion holds (high for feeling pride or guilt).
Smith and Ellsworth (1985) showed that a compa-
rably small set of 6 appraisal variables can charac-
terize differences between 15 emotion categories.
Scherer et al. (2001) describes a multi-step process
of appraisal evaluations as one part of the emotion
– their emotion component process model also re-
flects on additional emotion components, namely
the bodily reaction, the expression, the motivational
aspect, and the subjective feeling. Appraisal theo-
ries led to a set of knowledge bases and models that
link events to emotions (Balahur et al., 2012; Cam-
bria et al., 2022; Shaikh et al., 2009; Udochukwu
and He, 2015), but only recently, resources and
models have been proposed which make appraisal
variables explicit (Stranisci et al., 2022; Hofmann
et al., 2020, 2021; Troiano et al., 2022, 2023b;
Wegge et al., 2022). This paper discusses work on
appraisal theories to interpret events regarding the
potentially resulting emotion in §3.1.

2.2 Tasks Related to Emotion Analysis
Emotion analysis is a task grounded in various pre-
vious research fields, from which we discuss senti-
ment analysis and personality profiling.

2.2.1 Sentiment Analysis
Sometimes, sentiment analysis is considered a sim-
plified version of emotion analysis in which multi-
ple emotion categories are conflated into two (posi-

tive or negative, sometimes distinguishing multiple
levels of intensity, Kiritchenko et al. (2016)). We
would like to argue that the tasks differ in more
than the number of labels. Sentiment analysis is
often equated to classifying the text into a more
unspecific connotation of being positive or nega-
tive (Liu, 2012). Commonly, the sentiment of the
text author is analyzed, which renders the task to
be overlapping with opinion mining (Pang and Lee,
2008; Barnes et al., 2017). Emotion analysis is
hardly ever about detecting the opinion regarding a
product; while that is a common focus in sentiment
analysis (Pontiki et al., 2014).

A more powerful approach to sentiment analysis
is to not only detect if the author expresses some-
thing positive, but also to detect opinion holders,
evaluated targets/aspects, and the phrase that de-
scribes the evaluation (Barnes et al., 2022; Pontiki
et al., 2015, 2016; Klinger and Cimiano, 2013).
The tasks of such “sentiment role labeling” and
“emotion role labeling” do, however, barely match
(see Figure 2):

(1) The opinion holder in sentiment analysis is
a person that expresses an opinion, regarding
some object, service, or person. This com-
monly follows a cognitive evaluation, likely
to be a conscious process rather than an un-
bidden reaction. We would therefore not call
the person experiencing an emotion a “holder”
but rather an emotion experiencer, or feeler, or
an emoter (to make the difference between an
emotion and a feeling explicit).

(2) The aspect/target in sentiment analysis might
correspond to two things in emotion analysis.
It can be a target, I can be angry at someone,
who is not solely the cause of that emotion. I
can be angry at a friend, because she did eat my
emergency supply of chocolate. But I cannot
be sad at somebody. In emotion analysis, we
care more about the stimulus or cause of an
emotion. Sometimes, targets and causes are
conflated.

(3) The evaluative, subjective phrase in sentiment
analysis corresponds to emotion words (cue in
Figure 1).

It is noteworthy that evaluative statements in sen-
timent also express an appraisal of something but
the overlap with appraisal theories in emotion anal-
ysis is minimal – the evaluation of a product in
sentiment analysis is often expressed explicitly. On
the contrary, appraisal-based emotion analysis fo-
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cuses on inferring the internal appraisal processes
of a person purely from an event description. We re-
fer the interested reader to Martin and White (2005)
for a comprehensive analysis of the language used
to describe evaluations.

2.2.2 Personality Profiling
Sometimes the task of personality analysis is seen
to be similar to emotion analysis, because both an
emotion and the personality are based on a person.
Personality is, however, a function that depends
only on the person, while an emotion depends
on the person in interaction with a situation (see
Figure 3). Therefore, personality is a stable trait,
while emotions are states that change more flexibly
(Geiser et al., 2017). The most prominent model
that found application in NLP is the OCEAN/Big-
Five model (Goldberg, 1999; Roccas et al., 2002),
comprising openness to experience, conscientious-
ness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism
(Pizzolli and Strapparava, 2019; Lynn et al., 2020;
Kreuter et al., 2022; Golbeck et al., 2011). An al-
ternative is HEXACO, adding the dimension of hon-
esty (Lee and Ashton, 2018), which did, however,
lead to less attention in NLP (Sinha et al., 2015).
Early work in personality analysis based on linguis-
tic features was based, similar to sentiment or emo-
tion analysis, on word-counting approaches (Pen-
nebaker and King, 1999). The Myers–Briggs Type
Indicator (MBTI, Myers, 1998) received attention
in NLP, partially because of a straight-forward way
to collect data with hash-tag-based self-supervision
(Plank and Hovy, 2015; Verhoeven et al., 2016).
This model has weaknesses regarding reliability
and validity (Boyle, 1995; Randall et al., 2017)
which affect the robustness of NLP models (Stajner
and Yenikent, 2021).

2.3 Use-Cases of Emotion Analysis

Every kind of text in which an interpretation of
the emotional connotation is of value constitutes
a potential use case for emotion modeling. This
includes the analysis of social media (Mohammad

et al., 2018; Klinger et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2012,
i.a.), of news articles (Bostan et al., 2020, i.a.), of
figurative language (Chauhan et al., 2020; Dankers
et al., 2019, i.a.), of abusive language (Rajaman-
ickam et al., 2020; Plaza-del Arco et al., 2022,
i.a.) of literature (Kim and Klinger, 2018; Alm
and Sproat, 2005; Dodds et al., 2011; Kim et al.,
2017, i.a.), of clinically relevant disorders (Islam
et al., 2018; Pestian et al., 2012, i.a.), or the support
of customer agents (Labat et al., 2022).

Each domain implicitly defines which subtasks
are relevant. For news headlines, the author’s emo-
tion is least interesting while estimating the (in-
tended) impact on the reader is important, for in-
stance to understand reactions in the society and
intentional use to manipulate readers (Caiani and
Di Cocco, 2023). For hate speech detection or other
social media analysis tasks, the author’s emotion
is central. In literature, an interesting aspect is to
understand which emotion is attributed to fictional
characters (Kim and Klinger, 2019b; Hoorn and
Konijn, 2003).

Each domain also comes with particular chal-
lenges, stemming from varying task formulations:
News headlines are short and highly contextual-
ized in the outlet, the time of publication, and the
reader’s stance towards topics (Schaffer, 1995). So-
cial media comes in informal language (Kern et al.,
2016). Literature often requires interpretations of
longer text spans (Kuhn, 2019). Each of these ap-
plications therefore comes with design choices:

• What is the emotion perspective?
(reader, writer, entities)

• What is the unit of analysis?
(headline, tweet, paragraph, n sentences)

• Is text classification of predefined units suffi-
cient or does a model need to assign emotions
to automatically detected segments in the text?

• What are the variables to be predicted and the
possible value domain?
(emotion categories, appraisals, affect, spans
of different kind)

So far, models have mostly been developed for
specific use-cases, where such constraints can be
clearly identified. This has, however, an impact
on the generalizability of models. We will now
discuss the two perspectives of events that cause
emotions as an interpretation of emotion analysis as
text classification of predefined textual units (§3.1)
and of events as emotions, the case of emotion role
labeling (§3.2). After that, we explain the efforts
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to bring these two directions together (§3.3) and
we build on top of this consolidation to point out
important future research directions (§4).

3 The Link between Emotions and Events

3.1 Events cause Emotions: Appraisals

3.1.1 Traditional Emotion Analysis Systems
Most emotion analysis systems were, before the
deep learning revolution in NLP, feature-based,
and features often stemmed from manually cre-
ated lexicons (Mohammad and Turney, 2013) and
included manually designed features for the task
(Štajner and Klinger, 2023; Aman and Szpakowicz,
2007). Since the state of the art for the develop-
ment of text analysis systems is transfer learning by
fine-tuning pretrained large language models (such
as BERT, Devlin et al., 2019), the phenomenon-
specific model development focuses on exploiting
properties of the concept. One example is Deep-
Moji, which adapts transfer learning to the analysis
of subjective language and identifies a particularly
useful pretraining task, namely the prediction of
emojis (Felbo et al., 2017). Another strain of re-
search aims at developing models that aggregate
multiple emotion theories (Buechel et al., 2021).

3.1.2 Event Interpretation
We focus on the aspect of emotions that they are
caused by events. Interpreting events is challeng-
ing, because event descriptions often lack an ex-
plicit emotion mention (Troiano et al., 2023a).
Such textual instances are considered “implicit” re-
garding their emotion (Udochukwu and He, 2015;
Klinger et al., 2018): The challenge to be solved
is to link “non-emotional” events to the emotion
that they might cause. Balahur et al. (2012) tackled
this by listing action units in an ontology, based on
semantic parsing of large amounts of text. Cambria

et al. (2022) developed a logics-based resource to
associate events with their emotion interpretation.

3.1.3 Incorporating Appraisal Variables in
Text Analysis Models

These attempts, however, do not model appraisal
variables explicitly as a link between cognitive eval-
uations of events and emotions. There is also not
only one appraisal theory, and depending on the
theory, the computational modeling is realized in
differing ways. Based on the OCC model (an ap-
praisal theory that provides a decision tree of ap-
praisal variables to characterize emotions, Steune-
brink et al., 2009), both Shaikh et al. (2009) and
Udochukwu and He (2015) develop methods to ex-
tract atomic variable values from text that are the
building blocks for appraisal-based interpretations.
An example appraisal variable is if an event is di-
rected towards the self, for which they use semantic
and syntactic parsers. Other such variables include
the valence of events, the attitude towards objects,
or the moral evaluation of people’s behaviours – all
detected with polarity lexicons. These variables
are then put together with logical rules, such as If
Direction = ‘Self’ and Tense = ‘Future’
and Overall Polarity = ‘Positive’ and
Event Polarity = ‘Positive’, then Emotion
= ‘Hope’ (Udochukwu and He, 2015). The advan-
tage of this approach is that it makes the appraisal-
based interpretation explicit; however, it does not
allow for reasoning under uncertainty, partially be-
cause these studies do not build on top of manually
assigned appraisal variables to text.

3.1.4 Appraisal-Annotated Corpora
To understand the link better between appraisals in
text and emotions, Hofmann et al. (2020) manually
annotated autobiographical event reports (Troiano
et al., 2019) for the appraisal dimensions identified
by Smith and Ellsworth (1985): does the writer
want to devote attention, were they certain about
what was happening, did they have to expend men-
tal or physical effort to deal with the situation, did
they find the event pleasant, were they responsible
for the situation, could they control the situation,
and did they find that the situation could not be
changed by anyone? They found that the annota-
tion replicates the links to emotions as found in
original studies (Hofmann et al., 2021, Fig. 1). Fur-
ther, they showed that appraisals can reliably be
detected, but they did not manage to develop a
model that predicts emotions better with the help
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of appraisals than without. Hence, they proposed a
new way of modeling emotions in text, but did not
succeed to develop a multi-emotion model.

3.1.5 Appraisal Annotations by Event
Experiencers

To understand better if this inferiority of a joint
model might be a result of an imperfect noisy ap-
praisal annotation, and to create a larger corpus,
Troiano et al. (2023b) setup the experiment de-
picted in Figure 5 (replicating Troiano et al. (2019),
but with appraisal variables). They asked crowd-
workers to describe an event that caused a specific
emotion and to then assign appraisal values (this
time following the sequential approach by Scherer
et al., 2001, with 21 variables, Figure 4) how they
perceived the respective situation (Phase 1). They
then asked other people to read the texts and recon-
struct the emotion and appraisal (Phase 2). Unsur-
prisingly, the readers sometimes misinterpreted an
event. For instance “I put together a funeral service
for my Aunt” is mostly interpreted as something
sad, while the original author was actually proud
about it. These differences in interpretation can
also be seen in the appraisal variables – Appraisals
explain the differences in the event evaluation: The
interpretation as being sad comes with evaluations
as not being in control, while the interpretation to
cause pride comes with being in control.

3.1.6 Emotion Modeling under Consideration
of Appraisals

The modeling experiments of Troiano et al. (2023b)
confirm that also a larger set of variables can be
reliably detected – similarly well as humans can
reconstruct them. To further understand if such self-
assigned appraisal labels enable an improvement
also in the emotion categorization, they fine-tuned
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and tested if adding
appraisal values improves the result. They find
that appraisals help the prediction of anger, fear,
joy, pride, guilt, sadness, and anger. They show-
case the event report “His toenails were massive.”,
where the baseline model relies on something mas-

sive being associated to pride. With the appraisal
information, it correctly assigns “disgust”.

3.1.7 Other Research Directions
More recently other research has been published
with a focused on specific use-cases. Stranisci et al.
(2022) who follow the appraisal model by Roseman
(2013) postannotate Reddit posts which deal with
situations that challenged the author to cope with an
undesirable situation. Their APPReddit corpus is
the first resource of appraisal-annotated texts from
the wild. Cortal et al. (2023) follow a similar idea
and acquire texts that describe how people regulate
their emotions in specific situations. Next to their
resource creation effort for French, they analyze
which descriptions of cognitive processes allow to
infer an emotion.

We conclude that appraisal-based emotion analysis
research has the goal to better understand how emo-
tions are implicitly communicated and to develop
better emotion analysis systems.

3.2 Emotions are Events: Structured Analysis

The studies that we discussed so far put the aspect
of emotion analysis on the spot that emotions are
caused by events. As we argued before, emotions
also constitute events. Similarly to the field of se-
mantic role labeling (Gildea and Jurafsky, 2000)
which models events in text following frame se-
mantics, various efforts have been made to extract
emotion event representations from text. The cor-
pora that have been created come with differing
modeling attempts, summarized in Figure 6.

3.2.1 Cue Phrase Detection
The early work by Aman and Szpakowicz (2007)
focused on the emotion cue word, as an important
part of role labeling. They annotated sentences
from blogs, but did not propose an automatic cue
identification system. A structurally similar re-
source with cue word annotations has been pro-
posed by Liew et al. (2016).

3.2.2 Stimulus Detection
A few corpora have been developed focussing on
stimuli: Ghazi et al. (2015) annotated sentences
from FrameNet that are known to be associated
with emotions and model the automatic prediction
as sequence labeling. For German, Doan Dang et al.
(2021) created a similar corpus based on news head-
lines. Gao et al. (2017) formulated stimulus detec-
tion as clause classification in Mandarin, which
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Figure 6: Emotion Role Modeling approaches (example
from Bostan et al. (2020)). Full emotion role labeling
has not been performed yet (top).

might, however, not be an appropriate approach for
English (Oberländer et al., 2020).

3.2.3 Role Labeling as Classification
An interesting attempt of emotion role labeling in
texts from social media was the study on Tweets
associated to a US election by Mohammad et al.
(2014). The decision to focus on a narrow do-
main allowed them to frame the role identification
task both in crowdsourced annotation and in mod-
eling as a classification task; namely to decide if
the emoter, the stimulus or the emotion target cor-
respond to an entity from a predefined set (this
modeling formulation is not shown in Figure 6).

3.2.4 Full Emotion Role Labeling Resources
Kim and Klinger (2018) and Bostan et al. (2020)
aimed at creating corpora with full emotion role la-
beling information. The REMAN corpus (Kim and
Klinger, 2019b) focused on literature from Project
Gutenberg. Given the challenging domain, the au-
thors decided to carefully train annotators instead
of relying on crowdsourcing. Each instance cor-
responds to a sentence triple, in which the middle
sentence contains the cue to which the roles of
emoters, targets, and stimuli are to be associated.
The sequence-labeling-based modeling revealed
that cause and target detection are very challenging.
The paper does not contain an effort to reconstruct
the full emotion event graph structure.

Bostan et al. (2020) annotated news headlines,
under the assumption that less context is required
for interpretation (which turned out to not be true).
To attribute for the subjective nature of emotion in-
terpretations, they setup the annotation as a multi-
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Figure 7: Example from the x-enVENT dataset

step crowdsourcing task. The modeling experi-
ments on their GoodNewsEveryone corpus are lim-
ited to span prediction.

3.2.5 Role Labeling as Relation Detection
We are only aware of one work in the context of
semantic role labeling that attempts to model the re-
lational structure. Kim and Klinger (2019b) simpli-
fied role labeling to relation classification of emo-
tional relations between entities. This allowed them
to build on top of established methods for relation
detection (Zhou et al., 2016) but they sacrificed
explicit cue word detection and limited the analysis
to emotion stimuli that have a corresponding entity.

3.2.6 Aggregated Corpora
There have been two efforts of data aggregation,
by Oberländer et al. (2020) and Campagnano et al.
(2022). The latter compared various models for
role detection via span prediction. The prior we
will discuss in the next section. To sum up, there
have been some efforts to perform emotion role
labeling, but in contrast to generic role labeling or
to structured sentiment analysis, no models have
yet been developed for full graph reconstruction.
We visualize the differences in modeling attempts
in Figure 6.

3.3 Bridging the Two Perspectives
We now discussed the two perspectives of events
causing emotions (§3.1) and emotions being events
(§3.2). The fact that these two analysis tasks have
so far mostly been tackled separately leaves a lot of
space for future research. However, some attempts
to link the two areas already exist.

3.3.1 Do the tasks of emotion classification
and role labeling benefit from each
other?

Oberländer et al. (2020) aimed at understanding
if knowledge of roles impacts the performance of
emotion categorization. It turns out it does, either
because the relevant part of the text is made more
explicit (stimulus), or because of biases (emoter).



Similarly, Xia and Ding (2019) setup the task
of stimulus-clause and emotion-clause pair classifi-
cation. Their corpora and a plethora of follow-up
work show that stimulus and emotion detection
benefit from each other.

3.3.2 Descriptions of which emotion
components enable emotion recognition?

A similar strain of research aims at understanding
which components of emotions support emotion
predictions. Casel et al. (2021) performed multi-
task learning experiments with emotion categoriza-
tion and emotion component prediction. Kim and
Klinger (2019a) study how specific emotions are
communicated, similarly to Etienne et al. (2022).
Cortal et al. (2023) analyzed if particular ways of
cognitively evaluating events support the emotion
prediction more than others.

3.3.3 Linking Role Labeling and
Appraisal-based Analysis

These works do, however, not link emotion roles
explicitly to their cognitive evaluation dimensions.
The only work that aimed at doing so is the cor-
pus by Troiano et al. (2022), who label emoters
for emotion categories and appraisals, the events
that act as a stimulus on the token level, and the
relation between them. Figure 7 shows an example
from their corpus. In their modeling efforts, how-
ever, they limited themselves to emoter-specific
emotion/appraisal predictions and ignored, so far,
the span-based stimulus annotations (Wegge et al.,
2022; Wegge and Klinger, 2023).

4 Open Research Tasks

We have now discussed previous work in emotion
analysis, appraisal-based approaches and role la-
beling. In the following, we will make a set of
aspects explicit that, from our perspective, need
future work.

Full emotion role labeling. Several corpora exist
now that have complex annotations of the emoter,
their respective emotion stimuli, targets, and cue
words; partially with sentence level annotations
for the reader and writer in addition. Modeling,
however, focused on sequence labeling for subsets
of the roles or sentence level classification. There
are no attempts of full emotion graph prediction,
despite that role prediction subtasks might benefit
from being modeled jointly. There is also only little
work on exploiting role information for emotion

categorization on the sentence level, a potentially
valuable approach for joint modeling of a structured
prediction task with text classification.

Role labeling/stimulus detection with appraisal
information. The work that has been performed
to understand the interaction between role predic-
tion and emotion categorization focused on pre-
dicting discrete emotion classes. However, stimuli
often correspond to event descriptions and there-
fore are a straight-forward choice for further anal-
ysis with appraisal variables. Also, understanding
which event mentions in a text can function as an
emotion stimulus could be supported with the help
of appraisals. The detection of clauses or token
sequences that correspond to emotion stimuli in
context of appraisal-based interpretations therefore
has potential to improve both subtasks.

Integration of other emotion models in role la-
beling. Emotion categorization is typically one
variable to be predicted in stimulus detection and
role labeling approaches, either for a writer or
for entities. An additionally interesting approach
would be to integrate other emotion representations
with role labeling. An interesting choice would
be to create a corpus of valence/arousal values,
assigned to specific entities and linked to stimuli.
Such approach comes with the general advantage
of dimensional models, namely that emotion cate-
gories do not need to be predefined.

Robust cross-corpus modeling and zero-shot
predictions. A similar motivation lead to recent
work on zero-shot emotion prediction, in which
emotion categories are to be predicted that are not
available in the training data. Plaza-del Arco et al.
(2022) showed that the performance loss of natural
language inference-based prompting in comparison
to supervised learning leaves space for improve-
ments. Such attempts might also bridge the gap
between in-domain performance and cross-domain
performance of emotion analysis systems (Bostan
and Klinger, 2018). Zero-shot modeling or other
approaches to find representations that are agnos-
tic to the underlying emotion theory are essential
for cross-corpus experiments, because the domains
that are represented by different corpora require
differing label sets.

Interpretation of event chains. Textual event de-
scriptions can be interpreted with appraisal theories,
but we rely on end-to-end learning to understand



how sequences of events lead to specific emotions
(for instance being afraid of a specific unconfirmed
undesirable event e→ e is disconfirmed → relief).
Dissecting events with semantic parsing, and com-
bining them with emotion role labeling leads to
sequences of general and emotion events, which
can be the input for a second-level emotion analy-
sis. Such methods would be required to fully un-
derstand how emotions develop throughout longer
sequences of stories, for instance in literature.

Perspectivism. Appraisals do explain differences
in the emotion assessement, based on differing in-
terpretations of events (Troiano et al., 2023b). We
do, however, not know the role of underlying fac-
tors. A perspectivistic approach with the goal to
uncover variables that lead to varying emotion con-
structions, e.g., based on demographic data of event
participants or other data, might provide additional
insight. This could also be applied to literature
analysis, for instance by including personality in-
formation on fictional characters in the emotion
prediction (Bamman et al., 2013). Such approach
is well-motivated in psychology; we know that
personality influences the interpretation of other’s
emotions (Doellinger et al., 2021).

Integrate emotion models from psychology.
Emotion analysis work so far focused on a compa-
rably small set of emotion theories. The philosoph-
ical discussion by Scarantino (2016) offers itself
as a guideing principle which other theories might
be valueable to be explored. This does not only
include entirely so-far-ignored theories (e.g., Feld-
man Barrett, 2017) but also knowledge from theo-
ries popular in NLP. For instance, Ekman (1992);
Plutchik (2001) offer more information than lists
of emotion categories. Integrating psychological
knowledge in NLP models can improve the perfor-
mance (Troiano et al., 2023b). In a similar vein,
there exist specific appraisal theories for particular
domains, including, e.g., argumentation theories
(Dillard and Seo, 2012).

Multimodal Modeling. We focused in our pa-
per on analysis tasks from text, but there has al-
ready been work on multimodal emotion analysis
(Busso et al., 2008, i.a.) and detecting emotion
stimuli in images (Dellagiacoma et al., 2011; Fan
et al., 2018, i.a.), also multimodally (Khlyzova
et al., 2022; Cevher et al., 2019). However, we
are not aware of any work in computer vision that
interprets situations and the interactions of events

with the help of appraisal theories. To fully grasp
available information in everyday communication
or (social) media, the presented approaches from
this paper need to be extended multimodally.

Multilingual modeling. Most papers that we dis-
cuss in this paper focus on English – with very few
exceptions, which we pointed out explicitly. We
are not aware of any emotion role labeling corpus
with full graph annotations in other languages, and
there are only very few attempts to integrate ap-
praisal theories in emotion detection on languages
other than English. Such multilingual extension
is not only relevant to achieve models that work
across use-cases – the concept of emotion names
might also differ between languages, and therefore
comparing emotion concepts with the help of di-
mensional appraisal models between languages and
cultures can provide interesting insights for both
NLP and psychology.

5 Conclusion

With this paper, we discussed appraisal theory-
based methods to interpret events, and how emo-
tions can be represented as events with role label-
ing. We did that guided by our own two emotion
analysis projects SEAT (Structured Multi-Domain
Emotion Analysis from Text) and CEAT (Compu-
tational Event Evaluation based on Appraisal The-
ories for Emotion Analysis) which corresponded
each to one of the two perspectives.

These two fields have been approached mostly
separately so far and the main goal of this paper is
to make the research narrative behind both trans-
parent, and, based on this, point out open research
questions. Such open tasks emerge from missing
connections between the various goals in emotion
analysis, but there are also other promising direc-
tions that we pointed out.

We do not believe that this list is comprehensive,
but hope that the aggregation of previous work
and pointing at missing research helps interested
researchers to identify the gaps they want to fill.
Emotion analysis is important to make computers
aware of the concept, which is essential for natural
communication.

In addition, research in these fields helps to bet-
ter understand how humans communicate, beyond
building impactful computational systems. There-
fore, research in affective computing brings to-
gether psychology, linguistics, and NLP.



Limitations

This paper focused on appraisal theories and emo-
tion role labeling mostly from a theoretical per-
spective. We aimed at pointing out open research
questions mostly based on conceptualizations of
theories from semantics and psychology. To iden-
tify open research questions, a closer introspection
of existing models need to be performed in addi-
tion. In our theoretical discussion, we assume that
the open research questions have similar chances
to succeed. In practical terms this is likely not
the case and we therefore propose to first perform
preliminary studies before definitely deciding to
follow one of the research plans that we sketched.

Ethics Statement

The contributions in this paper do not directly pose
any ethical issues: we did not publish data, models,
or did perform experiments. However, the open
topics that we identified might lead to resources
and models that can in principle do harm to people.
Following deontological ethics, we assume that no
emotion analysis systems should be applied to data
created by a person without their consent, if the
results are used not only in aggregated form which
would allow to identify the person who is associ-
ated with the analyzed data. We personally do not
believe that a utilitaristic approach may be accept-
able in which reasons could exist that justify to use
emotion analysis technology to identify individuals
from a larger group. This is particularly important
with methods discussed in this paper in comparison
to more general emotion categorization methods,
because we focus on implicit emotion expressions.
The methods we discussed and future work we
sketched would be able to identify emotions that
are not explicitly expressed, and therefore humans
that generate data might not be aware that their pri-
vate emotional state could be reconstructed from
the data they produce.

When creating data for emotion analysis, inde-
pendent of its language, domain, or the task for-
mulation as role labeling, classification, regression,
using a dimensional model or a theory of basic emo-
tions, fairness or developed system and bias in data
and systems is typically an issue. While efforts
exist to identify unwanted bias and confounders
in automatic analysis systems, the possible exis-
tance of unidentified biases can never be excluded.
Therefore, automatic systems always need to be
applied with care while critically reflecting the au-

tomatically obtained results. This is particularly
the case with systems that focus on interpreting
implicit emotion communications that require rea-
soning under uncertainty. To enable such critical
reflection of a system’s output, their decision must
be transparently communicated to the users.

In general, the ability of automatic systems to in-
terpret and aggregate emotions should not be used
unaware of the people who created data, and deci-
sions and actions following recognized emotions
always need to remain in the responsibility of a
human user.

We see our work mostly as a research contribu-
tion with the goal to better understand how humans
communicate, not as an automatic enabling tool to
provide insight in the private states of people.
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A Visualization of the Relations Between Tasks
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Figure 8: Visualization of relations between emotion analysis and other previously established tasks and studies.
The bibliographic references are examples for the respective tasks and are not supposed to suggest completeness.
Please see the text for a more comprehensive picture.


